Abstract : In the conference paper we construct analouge to Pascal's triangle that characterize primes with additional fascinating properties.
Properties of Alkarkhi's Triangle
Alkarkhi's Triangle determines the coefficients which arise in the expansion :
Lemma 1: The enteries of the i th row represents the coefficients of the above expansion of the generating function and all enteries can be constructed from the recurrence formula :
Proof : using the identity
with direct subistitution
and consequently
The first few enteries of Alkarkhi's Triangle are given below : and using :
mod(p) if and only if p is prime .
Notice that all the enteries in ( p − 1) th row in bold divisible by the number p indicates the primality of p 
Another property of Alkarkhi's Triangle to charecterize primality of a given number .
Theorem 2 : p is prime if and only if all the entires of the p th row not exceeding the enteries of the diagonal are (1,-1,1,-1,1.. 
...) mod p .
Proof : A direct consequence of the construction and the recurrence formula , Similarly as in the previous theorem each entery of the ( p) th row in Alkarkhi's Triangle has the form
Alkakhi's triangle rows sum Lemma 2 : The sum for the n th row gives power of 2 as
Example: The sum of the 7 th row enteries : Alkakhi's Triangle rows alternating sign sums Lemma 3 : The alternating sign sum for the n th row of Alkarkhi's Triangle is given by : Alkaraji's Triangle rising diagonals and Fibonacci numbers: Using the well known identity
we noticed that Fibonacci numbers are located in the rising diagonals of Alkarkhi's triangle
is even Example : To compute F 8 , observe that n =9 and 7 2 = 3 is odd ,we apply the formula : 
